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Dear Participants,

This document outlines the proceedings from the 
Grove3547 Lab held at Gallery Guichard, 4-5 October, 
2016.

This document is our best effort in recording the 
proceedings. It is in no way a complete recording of the 
entire workshop as many conversations and discussions took 
place outside of group and formal discussions. Though 
incomplete, the following is what we captured for the record.

It is our sincere desire that this document be of use to you 
and your team. We encourage you to provide feedback and 
welcome your suggestions.

Thank you,

The grove3547 hosTing Team

Justin Barrett, Cari Caldwell, Brianna Clearly, Caryn Curry, Leo Eisenstadt, 
Michael Gelobter, Nathan Heinz, Manish Jain, Devin Mays, Lizzie Nolan, 
Bina Patel, Mecca Perry, Angela Pugh and Zaid Hassan

Monday, September 19 2016
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stuDio ii PurPose / recoNNect aS a WhoLe LaB to a 
ShareD PUrPoSe aND eNSUre teaMS have KeY reSoUrceS 

welcome & check in / PLeNarY circLe

Caryn Curry, member of the Hosting Team and Grove3547 
Coach, welcomed participants back to Gallery Guichard for 
Studio II.

Ms. Curry asked participants to discuss the following prompt 
in pairs: 

“I will be satisfied at the end of Studio II tomorrow 
if/when________”

…“if we explicitly get some time to work in our groups”…
…“if we can get some feedback on the work we've done”…
…“if my group sets a date for our prototype to be complete”…

Again, Ms. Curry asked participants to speak with one 
another. This time, she requested, they answer the following 
question: 

“What are you going to do to step out of your comfort zone to 
accomplish what you just said you'd like to achieve?”

…“being OK with failure”…
…“not being quiet”…
…“pushing harder”…

11h0 0
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11h30

roAD triP uPDAte & AgenDA review / PLeNarY

Next, Bina Patel member of the Hosting Team and 
Grove3547 Coach, reviewed some of the milestones of 
Grove3547. She reminded everyone that we convened for 
the Kick-Off in September and had time to get to know 
one another followed by Studio I in October, when we dug 
deep into the work. Ms. Patel spoke specifically of the agreed 
purpose for the Grove3547 work:

“One thing that stuck with me from the Kick-Off is our definition of resilience.
We are learning. 
We are deploying and testing. 
I want to offer that one of our stated purposes is learning which is really another 
way of saying failure. 
We agreed that we would learn and fail along the way.”

Then, Bina laid out the schedule for Studio II. She told 
participants they will have time to regroup and to work 
together. Day II of Studio II will close with a round of action 
planning and a look at what Grove3547 will 3.0 look like. 
Lastly, she promised a discussion in the afternoon - about 
expectations for Studio III.

AgenDA

Day 1 / TuesDay
10:30 Registration & Arrival
11:00 Welcome & Check In
11:30 Road Trip Update & Agenda Review 
12:00 Prototyping Teams I – Check In 
12:45 Lunch
13:30 Learning from Prototypes 
14:30 Break
15:00 Shifting from 2.0 to 3.0  
16:00 Prototyping Teams II 
17:00 Check Out & Close 
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Bina also mentioned some changes to the Hosting and 
Participant Teams, specifically the absence of Michael 
Gelobter, Angela Rudolph and Tim Jones, who will no 
longer be participating in Grove3547. Bina informed 
participants that the changes to the hosting team was based 
on feedback from participants. She encouraged participants 
to continue to provide feedback to improve the lab design. 
She empowered participants to use their leadership skills and 
capacity to improve the experience of Grove3547.

Nathan Heintz, Hosting Team member and Grove3547 
Coach announced a communications workstream update. 
Since Studio I, the communications team has created a new 
structure and launched a new website. Mr. Heintz invited 
participants to own this website including the space built for 
a blog. He encouraged participants to send anything they 
would like to be included on the website to him. 

Next, Nathan introduced Messiah Equiano who is a 
filmmaker and documentarian working with Grove3547 to 
produce videos for each team. Nathan promised to show a 
sample of Messiah’s work during lunch. Messiah informed 
participants he would be interviewing them throughout the 
Studio.

Day 2 / weDnesDay
09:30 Arrival & Check In 
09:45 Prototyping Teams III - Action Planning
10:45 Break
11:00 Prototyping Teams IV 
12:15 Guest Arrival
12:30 Lunch
13:45 Prototyping Teams V 
15:15 Break 
15:30 Check Out
16:00 Drinks & Networking
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PrototYPing teAms i / SMaLL groUP DiScUSSioN

Ms. Patel then announced a transition to team work for 
the remainder of the day. She asked teams to consider the 
following: 

• How is communication within your team?
• How is your responsiveness to one another?
• How effective is your decision making process?
• To what degree are you “gelling”?
• Are you making progress? Are you trying stuff?

12h00

grove participants 
Nicole Layton, Lynette Fraizer, Mac Gordon, Anna 
Lee and Hosting Team member Briana Clearly work 
together on their prototype
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leArning From PrototYPes / PLeNarY, Large circLe

Next, Caryn Curry invited some of the new additions to the 
hosting team to introduce themselves.

ADDitions to the hosting teAm

Maria Luisa Escobar
“I used to work for the World Bank with many different 
people. That's how I met Zaid. We worked at getting people 
together to talk about difficult issues.”

Messiah Equiano
“I'm a filmmaker, a Bronzeville resident and an activist. I 
know many of you. In fact, Johnny and I went to elementary 
school together. Your work is inspiring to me and I want to 
help you make it look and sound good too.”

Victor Melendes
“I work with Messiah. I'm excited to work with all of you on 
an organization that helps young people because I was one of 
those young people not too long ago. I am from Chicago and 
I was one of those kids.”

Sam Rye
“I just flew in from Australia. I ran a lab in New Zealand on 
youth mental health that is somewhat similar to Grove. I've 
also been working behind the scenes with Grove remotely. I'll 
be working on Comms stuff throughout the workshop today 
and tomorrow.”

13h30
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interviews 
Hosting Team member Messiah Equiano interviews 
Grove3547 member Kahari Humphries

Next, Mr. Heintz then played a short video created by 
Messiah for the Bronze Bridge team. 

Following the video, Nathan offered for Messiah to make 
similar videos for all the teams to show at Studio III and 
encouraged participants to contact him to get started.

Then, Cari Caldwell, Hosting Team Member asked teams to 
give a progress update on their prototypes.
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Team updates.

Team: Bronze	Bridge
Team members: Marquita Baltimore, James Barrett, Johnny 
Hart, Cheryl Hughes, Ashley Johnson, LaTonya Sanford and 
Thaddeus White

Bronze Bridge’s prototype is a pop up recording studio for music artists. They 
set up a pop up in Harold Washington Library and a few young men came and 
recorded music. They want to repeat this again at a new location in Bronzeville. 

Team: Bronzeville	Voice
Team members: Christian Diaz, Anna Lee, Mac Gordon, 
Lynette Frazier and Nicole Layton

Bronzeville Voice’s prototype is a community discussion about the needs in 
Bronzeville. They are still gathering data and are currently meeting with 
Community Based Organizations in Bronzeville to discuss what the needs 
of their community are. They want to continue these conversations to gather 
more data. 

Team: Bronzeville	Live
Team members: David Byrd, Demond Drummer, Jenille 
Reid-Jackson, MJ Johnson, Amber Johns, Andre Kellum, 
Tameka Lawson, Danni Stipe

Bronzeville Live’s prototype is a rewrite or personal planning session with 
young Bronzeville residents. The planning session will encourage young 
people to reimagine their lives and begin to plan to achieve their goals. 
The team is in the data collection process and is planning the rewrite session 
for November. 

leArning From PrototYPes / groUP PreSeNtatioNS, Q&a
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Team: Justice/Just	Us
Team members: Jim Lasko, Jawanza Malone, Kahari 
Humphries and Alicia Wright

Justice/Just Us’ prototype is a discussion between Bronzeville police officers 
and Bronzeville residents who are previous criminal offenders to promote 
safety in the neighborhood and throughout Chicago. The team has already 
hosted one conversation and would like to continue to host conversations 
until December. 

Team: Bronzeville	Steam
Team members: Maritza Bandera,  La'Keisha Gray-Sewell, Ra 
Joy, Tawa Mitchell, Jamel Triggs and Daria Wright

Bronzeville Steam’s prototype is a cultural exchange between young 
Bronzeville residents and Bronzeville cultural historians. Eventually, 
the would like to digitize these stories. They have hosted one discussion 
so far with plans to host more until December.
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shiFting From 2.0 to 3.0  / PLeNarY, Q&a

Zaid Hassan led a conversation about how to get teams from 
where they are are to Studio III. He explained the Hosting 
Team wants to give full transparency around the money and 
the process specifically. 

Mr. Hassan went on to say in December teams will make an 
assessment about if they will continue this work in the next 
cycle. Zaid posed two questions related to this decision: 
• which teams will continue their work?
• what money will be available and how that money will be

allocated?

Zaid went on to say that there is a deep commitment to 
continue the work from the Chicago Community Trust, 
but nothing can be formally agreed to until after the end of 
January when they have their Board Meeting.

Then Zaid asked participants to move into a conversation 
about prototypes. He provided a handout with question 
prompts. 

Zaid went on to say, by the time teams get to December, they 
should be able to explain what problems we are solving. 

The gold standard of a prototype is that if we ask a young 
person in Bronzeville about the value of our prototype and 
they say it was valuable. If they say it is not valuable, then 
we have failed. In some cases we can also just demonstrate 
that there is momentum. Like Safety Team is working on 
relationships - that is difficult in such a short time. So, there 
are limitations to this, but the point is: 
• how do we explain our value?
• what have beneficiaries said about our value?
• have we made any impact?

Mr. Hassan told participants not to worry too much about 
traditional assessments, that external validation is extremely 
valuable.

15h00 
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He then asked participants to take 15 minutes to answer the 
following questions: 
1. Do you have a clear strategy articulated?
2. What data do you have that supports your ideas?
3. How does your prototype contribute to creating resilient

livelihoods in Bronzeville?
4. Have created and tested an alpha or beta prototype?
5. Have created value for beneficiaries?
6. Who are they and what are they saying about what value

you have created?

…“We're trying to get our elevator pitch sorted.”
…“We are looking to create value”
…“We talked a lot about what will happen on the day we 
actually do the prototype”
…“We revisited our problem statement”
…“We don't really have data. So we talked about that.”
…“We are feeling appropriately challenged. We want to find 
out what we are and what our aspirations are. I don't think 
it's right for us to choose a tactic yet and that would make the 
answers easier, but it's not the right time.”
…“Part of what I'm sensing is that it's not this initial phase 
of the Grove that is going to make huge changes in the 
community. It's the following cycles that are going to yield 
those types of results.”
…“Having a worksheet triggers your 2nd grade sensibility. 
You're like I have to fill this out.”
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PrototYPing teAms ii / SMaLL groUP DiScUSSioN

Teams had the remainder of the day to work together with 
support from coaches, if desired. 

check out & close / PLeNarY, Large groUP

The hosting team closed the day informally with a quick 
reminder about the schedule for the following day and an 
emphasis on the friendly guests.

16h00

prototyping team 
Hosting team member Nathan Heintz works with 
Grove3547 participant Johnny Hart

16h00
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ArrivAl & check-in / PLeNarY, Large groUP 

Caryn Curry welcomed participants back for Day II with 
a simple invitation to get started working in their teams.

PrototYPing teAms iii - Action PlAnning / SMaLL 
groUP DiScUSSioN

Teams were asked to work in groups to prepare for their 
presentations to guests and continue to work on their 
prototypes. Coaches and Hosting Team members remained 
available for support.

PrototYPing teAms iv  / SMaLL groUP DiScUSSioN

At the request of participants, teams continued to collaborate 
with limited support from hosting team members and coaches.

09h30

09h45

grove participants 
Tawa Mitchell works with her team

11h00
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guest ArrivAl  / SMaLL groUP PreSeNtatioNS, Q&a

Studio guests arrived and were invited into the Gallery and 
encouraged to mingle with teams.

stuDio guest list

Deborah Bennett / vice president of programs, polk foundation

Lawrence Blakely / community liaisons director, de la salle institute 

Sharon Bush / managing director, grand victoria foundation

Nichole Carter / program director, bright star community outreach

Peggy Davis / director of programs, chicago community trust

Danielle Davis / account executive, l3 agency

Nancy Fisherman / executive director, grand victoria foundation

Barbara Koenen / founder, creative chicago reuse exchange

Larvetta Loflin / founder & ceo, l3 agency

Quinn Rallins / community Justice attorney, shriver center

Betsy Steinberg / executive director, kartequim films

Matt Summy / regional vice president external affairs, comcast

Joanna Trotter / programs officer, chicago community trust

12h15
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Team Presentations.

Team: Bronze	Bridge
presenTers: Johnny Hart, Cheryl Hughes, LaTonya Sanford
apologies: Marquita Baltimore, James Barrett, Ashley 
Johnson and Thaddeus White

Bronze Bridge’s prototype is a pop up recording studio for music artists. 
Their video showed a few young men recording music at the recording 
studio.

“You saw the video. We set up a prototype. So the idea is to 
set that up for a longer period.  The young people in the 
video were great for connections, they have both worked with 
professional artists before. They are all South Side residents.
They were excited, but some were hesitant because they are 
professional.”

“Some of our team members have moved away from Chicago.
Just to keep it honest with you, this is how it has been from a 

bronze bridge 
Presents to Studio Guests and Grove Teams
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group perspective. It was a real problem. They had problems, 
they needed to address them. One thing our group 
experienced was difficulty communicating. I'm not trying to 
leave anyone behind, but I want to accomplish things.”

“We went to Harold Washington Library because it was a 
facility that we thought was useful. But there was a problem 
with it not being in Bronzeville. So, none of the Bronzeville 
recording artists that came to the pop up, but there were 
so many other people at the library that we had a full day of 
usage.
The library was really happy to have us because they used to 
have a recording studio and they haven't been able to recreate 
it yet.

“We've spent almost $4000 so far. Our next step is for 
a December prototype. We are going to find a space in 
Bronzeville to set up a recording studio in Bronzeville for 
14 days. We are going to hire a second engineer to work with 
Johnny. And we are going to work with an agency to help us 
promote this to people in Bronzeville. I think we will come 
close to spending the $20,000.”

“There are many recording studios for young people, but not 
young people outside of high school. Our target audience is 
for young adults specifically for emerging artists specifically.”
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Team: Bronzeville	Voice
presenTers: Anna Lee, Mac Gordon, Lynette Frazier, Nicole Layton
apologies: Christian Diaz

Bronzeville Voice’s prototype is a community discussion about the needs 
in Bronzeville.

“We had a meet up with a very loose agenda were we spoke 
with community members. We heard:
1. A Need for jobs
2. A Need for Pathways Around Incarceration
3. Locals Are Not Being Hired By New Businesses in the

Neighborhood”

“What we are thinking about for our next step is doing a 
one-stop by connecting people within this discussion to 
resources. We also spoke with Teen Living who has a drop-in 
center for teens experiencing homelessness. We are thinking 
of connecting with them.”

“We spent $1000 on the event. Mostly on catering from 
Urban Juncture.”

bronzeville voice 
Lynette Fraizer, Anna Lee, Nicole Layton and Mac 
Gordon present to Grove Teams and Studio guests 
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Team: Bronzeville	Live
presenTers: David Byrd, Demond Drummer, Jenille Reid-
Jackson, MJ Johnson, Amber Johns, Andre Kellum, Tameka 
Lawson, Danni Stipe

“We honor the work of existing CBOs in Bronzeville. Our 
prototype is a process of bringing young people, CEOs and 
CBOs together to build resilient livelihoods. We will also work 
with CEOs to get services for these young people.”

“We learned that the way to talk to folks isn't ‘what are your 
barriers?’ it is ‘what are your aspirations?’
We also found that many CEOs want to do more and they were 
interested in working with us.
We also found that young people are interested in working 
with CEOs.
We needed to have conversations with young people about 
their aspirations and if they are interested in working with 
them to further these aspirations.”

“The next stage is the rewrite. This is a vision or dream 

bronzeville live 
Members Amber Johns, David Byrd (back), Tameka 
Lawson, Jenille Reid-Jackson, Demond Drummer, 
MJ Johnson and Andre Kellum 
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casting session. This is a mapping of aspirations and how 
they will get there. We can then leverage the CEOs to get the 
young people from where they are to where their aspirations 
are.”

“We also found that there was competition amongst CEOs.”

“Our budget will be applied to the rewrite. We have not spent 
much yet as we have not proved our concept yet. Some of 
our budget we will supply supporting the CEOs as well as the 
young people.”

Question from Studio guest: “Did you come to consensus 
about how you will pay the young people?”

…”We will give them gift cards for coming, but we haven't 
decided what to pay them yet.”

Question from Studio guest: “The idea that you are 
promoting is so significant have you documented all the stuff 
you've done?”

…“Yes, this is core to what we are doing. This is a process. 
From this point on we want to have this recorded more 
efficiently because we are really interested in effecting policy 
on some level.”

Question from Studio guest: “If you could have anything you 
need to be successful what would you need?”

…“The beauty of this is that we can connect with everyone in 
the room  - Kahari, Matt the people in this room. Because 
when Mac stood up last time and said what we all were 
thinking that why aren't we working together? We are trying 
to do this and work together. We will let you all know when we 
are having events because we think everyone can benefit from 
it.
We would like to ask that you can help us by advocating for 
us. We need the relationships to retain stakeholders so we can 
move and scale this process.”
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Team: Justice/Just	Us
presenTers: Jim Lasko, Jawanza Malone, Kahari Humphries 
and Alicia Wright

“Almost 4000 people have been shot in Chicago and 400 of 
them have died. This is not all on the police. 
We have to share the burden and responsibility to 
keep our neighborhoods safe. So, how do we bring law 
enforcement into the community in a real way that brings in 
accountability?”

“We had a session 2.5 weeks ago where we brought in 
member of the 2nd police district as well as residents. 
We just talked about ourselves and shared some food. 
We've been looking at how these people can communicate 
with one another in a way that is effective and real. How can 
we transform this reality?”

“We've had some ideas about getting police and community 
members to work together on service projects, participate in 
a game night and some other ideas.”

Justice/Just us 
Team members Jawanza Malone, Jim Lasko, Kahari 
Humphries and Alicia Wright present their prototype
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“There is a lot of buy in from the police. They have asked us to 
do this again.”

“The key is that we invited the people - the police and the 
perpetrators of the violence. So that we are not talking about 
them, but they are part of the conversation.”

“There is a lot of distrust in these relationships, so we are 
focused on how to build trust within these groups.”

Question from studio guest: “You said you have people rate 
the ideas. What did they like?”
The restorative justice conversation was the most interesting to 
people.

…“We think that the two groups that need to be at the table are 
the police and the perpetrators of the violence. But these are 
not the only people that need to be in the room.”

Question from studio guest: “How did you identify the 
perpetrators?”

…“We went through people in the community. But this wasn't 
perfect. We need to go deeper and farther to get to the people 
we want to work with. We got the people that really wanted to 
be there, but we need to get the people that need to be there, 
including the police.”

Question from studio guest: “What's your pitch to the young 
people?”

…“90 % of the young people are looking for an alternative. 
The pitch is here's a chance to fix a broken kink.  Like the beef 
you've got with the young people living in the development 
next to you and it blows up into something that is not even on 
the same level. And the police are like I need to lock up these 
kids and the kids are like I'm going to be as bad as the cops 
think I am. People know it's a problem and they are willing to 
be a part of the solution, if they are invited.”

“We spent about $2,300 but we will spend it all.”
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Team: Bronzeville	Steam
presenTers: Maritza Bandera,  La'Keisha Gray-Sewell,
Ra Joy, Tawa Mitchell and Daria Wright
apologies: Jamel Triggs

“The heart of our project is the power of narrative. 
Bronzeville is the Mecca of black creativity and art. We think 
that sharing these stories with young people is a win. Our 
long-term concept is how do we pay young people to tell 
Bronzeville's stories? In the meantime, we are thinking about 
a maker's space and a tour of Bronzeville.”

“A week ago we had breakfast at Norma's Bistro with 
cultural historians on Bronzeville. It was successful and the 
stakeholders are engaged, but there is a question of if we 
can complete this in 6 weeks. So we'd like to get these stories 
digitized with the help of young people. So we can empower 
young people and make our neighbors proud.”

“Ra and La'Keisha brought experts into the room — people 
who have written books about Bronzeville, people who 

bronzeville steam 
Ra Joy, La’Kaisha Grey-Swewll, Maritza Bandera, 
Tawa Mitchell and Daria Wright present their 
prototype 
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brought the history of Bronzeville to the conversation. 
These are stories that need to be shared with other people.”

“We also need to use the digital stories to help these young 
people gain employment if possible.”

“Our idea is to do a historic tour, but we were met with a 
lot of pushback because there is too much honestly, and we 
needed to focus on a genre like ‘sports’ or ‘housing.’ The 
push back is about the solution not being focused enough 
because the time is too fast. We have taken that feedback to 
heart and making sure we can continue this work. So we as a 
team need to sort out if we meet young people where they are 
(online) or do we have them come to the historical experts 
(in person). So we got a lot of feedback on best practices and 
that was helpful.”

“The digital space allows us to get outside of the limitations 
of having a physical space.”
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PrototYPing teAms v / PLeNarY, SMaLL groUP 
DiScUSSioN, Q&a 

Following presentations, guests were invited to stay and work 
with teams on their prototypes, to offer suggestions and 
respond to requests for help. 

Several guests stayed and worked with teams until the 
informal close of the Studio and the beginning of 
networking.  

Drinks & networking

Drinks and appetizers were shared by Hosting Team 
members, guests and participants in the Gallery show room.

13h45

16h00
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PArticiPAnts / Data

Alicia Wright 
Amber Johns 
Andre Kellum 
Angela Rudolph 
Anna Lee 
Ashley Johnson 
Cheryl Hughes 
Christian Diaz 
Danni Stipe 
Daria Wright 
David Byrd 
Jamel Triggs 
James Barrett 
Jawanza Malone  
Jenille Reid-Jackson 
Jim Lasko 
Johnny Hart 
Khari Humphries 
La'Keisha Gray-Sewell 
LaTonya Stanford  
Lynette Washington  
Mac Gordon 
Maritza Bandera 
Marquita Baltimore 
MJ / Michael Johnson 
Nicole Layton 
Ra Joy 
Tameka Lawson 
Tawa Mitchell 
Thaddeus White 
Tim Jones 
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whAt is grove 3547?

Grove 3547 is a collective of passionate people working 
together to build resilient livelihoods for youth in three 
Chicago neighborhoods: Oakland, Douglas Park and Grand 
Boulevard. Grove participants are Chicago residents, 
community leaders, business people, and others who have 
come together in a bold new way to experiment and prototype 
solutions to the issue.

The purpose of Grove 3547 is to create action-oriented 
solutions to social challenges. As part of the process of 
prototyping solutions, Grove 3547 teams will be seeking 
feedback, perspectives and ideas from the community in
support of their work at three different sessions from 
September - December.

The work of Grove 3547 participants is supported by a 
hosting team and an innovation fund from the Chicago 
Community Trust.

Grove 3547 Session Dates:
September 7-9
October 4-5
November 15-16
December 6-7

More information about Grove 3547 is available on our website:
http://www.thegrovechicago.org/
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